Ground-breaking innovations
in Las Vegas from AGI
AGI presents stunning new game highlights and software
innovation at G2E.
Novomatic’s wholly owned subsidiary,
Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH
(AGI), is going to launch a
diversified portfolio of five new
game introductions, and a groundbreaking software innovation in the form of multi game
platforms, at the upcoming G2E in Las Vegas.
In titles such as Diamond Trio™ – players become part of an
ultimate mission and experience the thrill of life as a secret
agent, Oliver´s Bar™ – the best bar in the world with it’s
extraordinarily lucrative Lucky Hour feature, Royal Treasures™
– during the free games all prizes are multiplied by 3 to
expand the kingdom, First Class Traveller™ – three or more
scattered AIRLINE trigger 25 free games, and Gryphon´s Gold™
takes players on a fantastic trip through dark woods where
mystic creatures are lurking on the path to the hidden
treasures guarded by the Gryphon.
The new games will be presented on
AGI´s big selling machine Gaminator®,
which incorporates the full range of
Coolfire® platform functionalities
and features a space saving cabinet
in elegant silver of only 440mm depth. Two extra large TFT
screens tilted to each other for increased player convenience
display exciting 3D animations and complex graphics for an
enhanced gaming experience. Touch interface, player tracking
options and superior stereo sound complete the product
features.

Another groundbreaking highlight will be the presentation of
Multi Roulette NOVO Unity™.
NOVO Unity™ was launched for the
Touchbet™ Roulette family of products
and is a server based multi game
platform that allows different games
such as Touchbet™ Roulette, Novo
Flying Roulette™, Novo Multi-Keno™ and Novo Touchbet™ Live-Sic
Bo to be run on different terminals in the same casino. This
offers the ultimate in flexibility and comprehensively
demonstrates not only the ability and effectiveness of the
product but also the commitment to continue to produce a
robust and customer driven system.
Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH looks forward to welcome you
at G2E on Booth Nr. 2742.

